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Problem
Tron Energy Awareness: Tron Energy system allows users to save significant
transaction fees amount, but more than 90% of Tron users are not using this features.

Complexity: Utilizing Tron Energy features requires users to go through multiple steps
and have a deep understanding of its mechanisms.

Solution
Enhancing user convenience by integrating the cost-saving transaction fee
solution natively into the crypto wallet, allowing users to use it effortlessly, while
still ensuring full utilization of all features.



Enhance User Experience

SAVE WALLET

Our application allows users easy
access to and interaction with every
decentralized application (DApp)
and function on the Tron network.

01 Multi-Functional
Integrated Wallet

Save Wallet UI is designed to
minimize steps for users and
provide them with a convenient
experience

03

Leveraging in-depth knowledge of
Tron resources to optimize
transaction fees for users

02 Minimize Transaction Fees

Diverse Task System for Users to
Earn Points and Convert into
Usable Energy.

04
Diverse Quest System

Our Product



SAVE WALLET

Benefits

Energy Savings Seamless Connectivity Optimized for All DApp

Guide users on utilizing the
Tron energy system to reduce

energy consumption and
lower fees.

No deep knowledge
required; users can access
and use all Tron features
within one application.

Support and optimize the
experience for every

decentralized application.



TRON USER

NEW USERS

Enhanced Knowledge: Provide native
saving transaction fees feature within
the Wallet, Tron Users can save up to
90% of transaction fees with Save
Wallet without any extra steps

Convenient and Attractive: Attract
new users to the Tron Network
Ecosystem by providing them a
seamless simple experience.

Target Market

SAVE WALLET



Expand integration with various
applications and projects on the Tron
network.

Partnerships with DApps and
Projects

Strategic
Objectives

Build infrastructure to be the primary
destination for users on the Tron
network.

Vision

Collaboration
Hub

Establishing Central Position
within the Tron Network

SAVE WALLET



Phrase 1 (Done)
Market research
Concept development

Phrase 2 (Done)
Utilize feedback from research
Create a detailed product design
including user interface, features,
and functionality
Testing and quality assurence

Roadmap

SAVE WALLET

Phrase 3 (Doing)
Develop a marketing strategy, while
also establishing distribution
channels
Deploy on App Store and Play Store
Launching

Phrase 4 (Pending)
Release new features: Porfolio
management, personal finance
Airdrop for initial users



SAVE WALLET

Our Product
Our innovative Save Wallet & Integrated
DApp Platform is a comprehensive solution
designed to revolutionize how users interact
with the Tron network. Seamlessly
connecting decentralized applications and
Tron functions, our multi-functional wallet
not only minimizes transaction fees but also
enhances the overall user experience.

No more burning TRX 

111,278.24 TRX

111,278.24
$ 11.127

86,923.213
$ 86923.213

991,231.98
$ 7,460.706159



Thank you!
Feel free to approach us
if you have any questions.

We are committed to delivering the best
experience for Tron users by combining
features and in-depth knowledge of the
network, creating a top-tier and utility-
focused integrated wallet application. Join
us in conquering the decentralized world
on Tron!

Conclusion

admin@tronsave.io


